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And thereby lies a tale
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Across

1 Chips,not right at fantastic Spanish gala (6)

5 Avoid cool revolutionary-not a character 
from Othello (8)

9 Spectacular and swift, like Caesar's rise to 
power (8)

10 A pinion around new shade provider (6)

11 Stan Hope turns into a tipsy butler wanting 
to become the King of the island (8)

12 Settles wife inside and slogs (6)

13 The French man,(Peeping Tom)turns back 
and mocks (8)

16 ...not any lover of the Egyptian Queen (6)

17 Useless deposit from Beatrice, so it 
obviously is rejected (6)

19 The first letter from poor Bard,(losing head 
over Queen)to Chaucer's nameless character 
(8)

21 A secluded spot for a bit of cuddling, in 
tenderness (6)

22 Some classy bar items for a man like 
Falstaff? (8)

25 Bags for men from kinky actors (6)

26 Veiled hint: Rep identifies woman like 
Cordelia? (8)

27 Keats' pining lady from Messina or 
Shakespeare's sexually repressed nun? (8)

28 Couples from Columbia, Mexico, & Dylym 
at say,'All's well that ends well'? (6)

Down

2 Still heads of Iago, Nestor, Emilia, Roderigo 
& Trojan (5)

3 Dear! Good man to piddle on way back (5)

4 William's 'Fantastical Spaniard' to fuss about 
torrential rain (7)

5 Voters do not initiate college readers (7)

6 Gone...say,behold- hyper saline lake in Asia 
(4,3)

7 Free incentive- endless love for the Duke of 
Vienna (9)

8 She, who said,"I am not mad..", with a bit of 
sharp practice and attitude (9)

14 Motor vehicle with Greek wolf and con 
artist from The Winter's Tale (9)

15 Spoil, in a flash? (9)

18 Check out,pick up everything says Spooner 
(7)

19 Initially Prospero is seen clad in nothing at a 
pool from the Roman era (7)

20 Miserable boor has a twitch, perhaps 
mechanical (7)

23 Odd! Embracing that man with watery 
discharge (5)

24 After second, hit another road (5)


